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Abstract5
Land cover mapping via image classification is sometimes realized through object-based6
image analysis. Objects are typically constructed by partitioning imagery into spatially7
contiguous groups of pixels through image segmentation and used as the basic spatial unit of8
analysis. As it is typically desirable to know the accuracy with which the objects have been9
delimited prior to undertaking the classification, numerous methods have been used for10
accuracy assessment. This paper reviews the state-of-the-art of image segmentation accuracy11
assessment in land cover mapping applications. First the literature published in three major12
remote sensing journals during 2014-2015 is reviewed to provide an overview of the field.13
This revealed that qualitative assessment based on visual interpretation was a widely-used14
method, but a range of quantitative approaches is available. In particular, the empirical15
discrepancy or supervised methods that use reference data for assessment are thoroughly16
reviewed as they were the most frequently used approach in the literature surveyed.17
Supervised methods are grouped into two main categories, geometric and non-geometric, and18
are translated here to a common notation which enables them to be coherently and19
unambiguously described. Some key considerations on method selection for land cover20
mapping applications are provided, and some research needs are discussed.21
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21 Introduction23
Land cover mapping is a very common application of remote sensing and has been24
increasingly conducted through object-based image analysis (Blaschke, 2010). Object-based25
image analysis has been described as an advantageous alternative to conventional per-pixel26
image classification, and adopted in a diverse range of studies (Bradley, 2014; Feizizadeh et27
al., 2017; Matikainen et al., 2017; Strasser and Lang, 2015).28
Objects are typically discrete and mutually exclusive groups of neighbouring pixels and used29
as the basic spatial unit of analysis. Objects may be delimited or obtained via a range of30
sources (e.g. cadastral data), but typically are constructed through an image segmentation31
analysis, and thus often called segments. In this paper the terms “object” and “segment” are32
used synonymously. Image segmentation is performed by algorithms with the purpose of33
constructing objects corresponding to geographical features distinguishable in the remotely34
sensed data, which may be useful for applications such as land cover mapping.35
Constructing objects poses a set of challenges. For example, it is necessary to select a36
segmentation algorithm from the numerous options available, but comparative studies (e.g.37
Basaeed et al., 2016; Neubert et al., 2008) are uncommon. Also each of the segmentation38
algorithms is typically able to produce a vast number of outputs depending on the parameter39
settings used. Selecting the most appropriate segmentation is, therefore, difficult.40
Multiple methods have been proposed to assess the accuracy of an image segmentation and41
are normally grouped in two main categories: empirical discrepancy and empirical goodness42
methods, also commonly referred to as supervised and unsupervised methods respectively43
(Zhang, 1996). Most of the supervised methods essentially compare a segmentation output to44
a reference data set and measure the similarity or discrepancy between the two45
3representations (e.g. overlapping area) (Clinton et al., 2010). Unsupervised methods measure46
some desirable properties of the segmentation outputs (e.g. object’s spectral homogeneity),47
thus measuring their quality (Zhang et al., 2008).48
There is no standard approach for image segmentation accuracy assessment, and some studies49
have compared accuracy assessment methods. Supervised and unsupervised methods are50
normally compared separately. For example, with regard to supervised methods, Clinton et al.51
(2010), Räsänen et al. (2013), and Whiteside et al. (2014) compared dozens of methods, all of52
them focused on some geometric property of the objects, such as positional accuracy relative53
to the reference data. These and other studies highlight the differences and similarities54
obtained from the methods compared so the reader gains a perspective of the field. However,55
many other supervised methods have been proposed yet are barely compared against previous56
counterparts; these tend to be newly proposed methods (e.g. Costa et al., 2015; Liu and Xia,57
2010; Marpu et al., 2010; Su and Zhang, 2017). Furthermore, the methods are often described58
using a notation suitable for the specific case under discussion, which makes the cross-59
comparison of methods difficult.60
Studies like Clinton et al. (2010) are valuable in reviewing the field of image segmentation61
accuracy assessment, but they often focus on the geometry of the objects evaluated and62
ignore that a supervised but non-geometric approach may be followed (e.g. Wang et al.63
2004). Moreover, supervised methods are typically compared within a specific study case64
without discussion of further and important issues, such as the suitability of the methods as a65
function of context. As image segmentation is increasingly used in a wide range of66
applications, the behaviour and utility of specific methods is expected to vary in each case.67
Thus, selecting a method to assess the accuracy of image segmentation may be based on an68
incomplete understanding of the available options and ultimately problematic.69
4This paper reviews the state-of-the-art of image segmentation accuracy assessment in land70
cover mapping applications. The literature published in three major remote sensing journals71
in 2014-2015 is reviewed to provide an overview of the field, namely the methods used and72
their popularity. In particular, the supervised methods are thoroughly reviewed as they are73
widely used. A comprehensive description of which supervised methods are available is74
presented with the aim of providing a basis on which the remote sensing community may75
consider and select a suitable method for particular applications. A discussion on which76
methods should be used is provided, and research needs are highlighted.77
2 Background78
Image objects are typically expected to delimit features of the Earth’s surface such as land79
cover patches that are remotely sensed using an air/spaceborne imaging system. Image80
segmentation cannot, however, deliver results exactly according to the desired outcome for81
multiple reasons, such as unsuitable definition of segmentation algorithm parameter settings,82
and insufficient spectral and spatial resolution of the data. Thus, image segmentation error is83
common, namely under- and over-segmentation. Under-segmentation error occurs when84
image segmentation fails to define individual objects to represent different contiguous land85
cover classes, thus constructing a single object that may contain more than one land cover86
class. On the contrary, over-segmentation error occurs when unnecessary boundaries are87
delimited, and thus multiple contiguous objects, potentially of the same land cover class, are88
formed.89
Segmentation errors have been traditionally identified through visual inspection, but it has90
some drawbacks, especially when assessing large areas and comparing numerous91
segmentation outputs. Specifically, visual interpretation is time consuming, subjective, and92
5the results produced by the same or different operators may not be reproducible (Coillie et al.,93
2014; Lang et al., 2010). As a result, objective and quantitative methods for the assessment of94
image segmentation accuracy may be necessary and have become more popular in recent95
years.96
The literature published during 2014-2015 in three remote sensing journals was reviewed to97
provide an overview of the state-of-the-art of image segmentation accuracy assessment. The98
journals were Remote Sensing of Environment, ISPRS Journal of Photogrammetry and99
Remote Sensing, and Remote Sensing Letters. These journals were selected to represent the100
variety of current publication outlets in the field. Historically, the former journal has had the101
greatest impact factor among the remote sensing journals. The second journal has been102
particularly active in publishing papers on object-based image analysis. The latter journal is a103
relatively young journal dedicated to rapid publications. The papers that included specific104
terms (namely “obia”, “geobia”, “object-based”, and “object-oriented”) in the title, abstract,105
and key words were retained for analysis. A total of 55 out of 67 papers that matched the106
search terms were identified as relevant, each describing techniques for estimating objects107
which were used as the basic spatial unit in land cover mapping applications.108
These 55 papers were analysed, and it was noticeable that 17 papers (30.9%) do not109
document if or how the accuracy of the image segmentation outputs was assessed. This110
shows that image segmentation accuracy assessment is often overlooked as an important111
component of an image segmentation analysis protocol. It is speculated that visual112
interpretation was used in most of the cases that provide no information accuracy, as having113
used no sophisticated method may reduce any motivation for documenting the topic. The114
remaining 38 papers explicitly described the methods used, and often more than one method115
was adopted. Visual interpretation was widely used, with 15 papers (25.3% of the total of116
6papers) describing that the qualitative appearance of the segmentations influenced the117
assessment of the results (e.g. Qi et al., 2015). Details were typically not given, such as the118
time dedicated to visual interpretation and number of interpreters.119
When a quantitative alternative to subjective visual interpretation was explicitly adopted, the120
methods used varied widely. A rudimentary strategy of assessing the accuracy of image121
segmentations, and used in five papers (9.1%), was to use simple descriptive statistics, such122
as the average of some attributes of the objects like area, to get an impression of the123
segmentation output. The statistics were used in a supervised or unsupervised fashion. In the124
former situation, the statistics were compared to the statistics of a reference data set depicting125
desired polygonal shapes, and small differences were regarded as indicative of large126
segmentation accuracy (e.g. Liu et al., 2015). When no reference data were used (i.e.127
unsupervised fashion), the statistics identified the image segmentation from the set obtained128
with the most desirable properties, such as a target mean size (i.e. area) of the objects129
(Hultquist et al., 2014). Although descriptive statistics can measure some quantitative130
properties of an image segmentation, they provide a very limited sense of the accuracy of the131
objects, for example in the spatial domain, and here they are not regarded as a true accuracy132
assessment method. The latter are typically more evolved and normally grouped into133
supervised and unsupervised methods.134
Supervised methods were found in 21 (38.2%) of the papers reviewed (e.g. Zhang et al.,135
2014). Although there was no dominant method, the Area Fit Index (Lucieer and Stein, 2002)136
and Euclidean distance 2 (Liu et al., 2012) were the supervised methods that were most used137
with three appearances each (Belgiu and Drǎguţ, 2014; Drăguţ et al., 2014; Witharana et al., 138 
2014; Witharana and Civco, 2014; Yang et al., 2014). Many of the other methods identified139
were used only once (e.g. Carleer et al. 2005). These and other supervised methods are,140
7however, thoroughly described in the next section. Unsupervised methods were applied in 13141
(23.6%) of the papers surveyed (e.g. Robson et al., 2015). The unsupervised method most142
used in the literature reviewed was the Estimation of Scale Parameter (ESP or ESP2) tool143
(Drăguţ et al., 2014, 2010) available in the popular eCognition software. The segmentation 144 
algorithms available in this software were used in most of the papers surveyed (36 papers,145
65.5%) to construct image objects.146
Object-based image analysis has received much attention and acceptance (Blaschke et al.,147
2014; Dronova, 2015), but the accuracy assessment of image segmentation, which is a central148
stage of the analysis, appears to be in a relatively early stage of maturation. Although149
procedures for image segmentation accuracy assessments have not been standardized, a more150
harmonized approach is desirable. Using subjective visual interpretation may be acceptable151
and suitable for some applications; the reasons are seldom explained in the literature. Among152
the quantitative methods proposed for image segmentation accuracy assessment, supervised153
approaches seem to be the most frequently adopted, hence reviewed hereafter.154
3 Supervised methods155
Supervised methods for image segmentation accuracy assessment use reference data to156
estimate the accuracy of the objects constructed. Often the reference data are formed by157
polygons extracted from the remotely sensed data in use (e.g. based on visual interpretation)158
or collected externally (e.g. a field boundary map). Approaches for assessing accuracy based159
on reference data are herein grouped into two main categories: geometric and non-geometric.160
Geometric methods are the most widely used and typically focus on the geometry of the161
objects and polygons to determine the level of similarity among them. Ideally, there should162
be no difference among objects and polygons in terms of area, position, and shape. Note that163
8the land cover class(es) associated with the objects and polygons typically need not be164
known.165
With non-geometric methods the land cover class(es) associated with the objects must be166
known, and reference data polygons are not always used. The properties of the objects such167
as the spectral content are used in a variety of ways, depending on the specific method.168
Ideally, the content of the objects representing different land cover classes should be as169
different as possible. When polygons are also used, the content of objects and polygons170
representing the same land cover class should be identical. Note that the spatial or geometric171
correspondence between objects and polygons need not be known. Fuller details on both172
geometric and non-geometric approaches are given in the sub-sections that follow.173
Rudimentary strategies (for example used in 9.1% of the papers reviewed in the previous174
section) are not covered however.175
3.1 Geometric methods176
Geometric methods rely on quantitative metrics that describe aspects of the geometric177
correspondence between objects and polygons, often based on difference in area and position178
(Winter, 2000). Figure 1 illustrates a typical case involving an object and polygon for which179
the larger the overlapping area and/or the shorter the distance between their centroids, the180
larger the accuracy with which the object has been delimited.181
9182
Figure 1. Geometric comparison between an object and polygon based on the overlapping183
area (shaded area) and/or distance between centroids (dashed arrow).184
3.1.1 Notation185
Notation is necessary to assist the description of the metrics used by geometric methods. The186
notation presented hereafter uses that defined in Clinton et al. (2010). Therefore, the notation187
is transcribed below together with additional elements necessary to describe all the methods188
covered.189
The m objects constructed via image segmentation are denoted by yj (j=1, …, m), the n190
polygons forming a reference data set by xi (i=1, …, n), and the l pixels of the segmented191
remotely sensed data by zp (p=1, …, l). They define the following sets:192
 X={xi: i=1, …, n} is the set of n polygons (Figure 2a)193
 Y={yj: j=1, …, m} is the set of m objects of a segmentation output (Figure 2b)194
 S=X∩Y={sijk: area(xi∩yj)≠0} is the set of s intersection objects that result from the195
spatial intersection (represented by symbol ∩) of X and Y; sijk is the kth object that196
results from the spatial intersection of the ith polygon (xi) with the jth object (yj)197
(Figure 2c)198
 Z={zp: p=1,…,l} is the set of l pixels of the segmented remotely sensed data.199
200
Set S is the result of a spatial intersection of X and Y, which can be defined using common201
geographical information systems. Note that the subscript k is needed to create a unique202
symbol as the overlay of xi and yi can yield more than one discontinuous polygonal area (x1203
and y6 in Figure 2). Set Z is simply the set of pixels that form the remotely sensed data204
submitted to segmentation analysis, but its definition is nevertheless useful for describing205
clearly some metrics.206
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Figure 2. Sets X, Y, and S: (a) reference set X, (b) segmentation Y, and (c) intersection208
S=X∩Y. In (c) yellow denotes one-to-one, blue denotes one-to-many, and pink denotes 209 
many-to-many (Section 3.1.1.3).210
The description of the methods also requires the use of symbols that characterize the sets X,211
Y, S, and Z, and their members. For example, size() denotes the number of an item identified212
in brackets, for example the number of objects that belong to Y – size(Y) – or the number of213
pixels of an object – size(yj); and dist() is the distance between two items identified in214
brackets, for example the centroids of yj and xi – dist(centroid(xi), centroid(yj)). This basic215
notation is used to express more complex cases. For example, area(xi∩yj) is the area of the216
geographical intersection of polygon xi and object yj. Other self-explanatory cases are used in217
the notation adopted. Furthermore, mathematical symbols are also used, such as ¬ which is218
the logical negation symbol and read as “not”, \ which is the complement symbol used in set219
theory and reads as “minus” or “without”, and ∪ which is the union symbol.220
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Subsets of X, Y, and S must be defined to assist the description of methods that follow four221
different strategies: (i) Y is compared to X, (ii) X is compared to Y, (iii) S is compared to222
both X and Y, and (iv) X and Y are compared to Z. In all of the cases, the definition of223
subsets of X, Y, and S are used to decide which polygons xi, objects yj, and intersection224
objects sijk corresponds to each other or to pixel zp, which is central to the calculation of225
geometric metrics (presented in Section 3.1.2).226
3.1.1.1 Set Y compared to set X227
In image segmentation accuracy assessment most often the set Y is compared to set X. This228
strategy typically involves the calculation of geometric metrics for the members of X, and229
thus there is the need to identify which member(s) of Y correspond to each member of X. For230
example, Figure 3a shows the set of objects that overlap and thus can be considered as231
corresponding to a polygon xi. The specific objects that are actually considered as232
corresponding depends on the method used, and the calculations related to each polygon xi233
consider only the objects regarded as corresponding. Thus, it is useful to define the following234
subsets of Y for each member of X:235
 iY
~ is the subset of Y such that iY
~ ={yj: area(xi∩yj)≠0} 236 
 Yai is a subset of iY
~ such that Yai={yj: the centroid of xi is in yj}237
 Ybi is a subset of iY
~ such that Ybi={yj: the centroid of yj is in xi}238
 Yci is a subset of iY
~ such that Yci={yj: area(xi∩yj)/area(yj)>0.5}239
 Ydi is a subset of iY
~ such that Ydi={yj: area(xi∩yj)/area(xi)>0.5}240
 Yei is a subset of iY
~ such that Yei={yj: area(xi∩yj)/area(yj)=1}241
 Yfi is a subset of iY
~ such that Yfi={yj: area(xi∩yj)/area(yj)>0.55}242
 Ygi is a subset of iY
~ such that Ygi={yj: area(xi∩yj)/area(yj)>0.75}243
 *iY = Yai∪Ybi∪Yci∪Ydi244
 iY  is a subset of iY
~ such that iY  ={yj: max(area(xi∩yj))}.245
The definition of subsets of Y expresses the variety of criteria of correspondence that has246
been used. For example, some methods require the centroid of the objects to fall inside the247
polygons, and Ybi denotes the set of objects whose centroid falls inside a specific polygon xi.248
However, most of the criteria of correspondence used define a threshold of overlapping area249
between polygons and objects. For example, at least half of the object’s area may have to250
overlap a polygon for a positive correspondence to be considered; Yci denotes the set of251
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objects that comply with this criterion for a specific polygon xi. The selection of a specific252
subset of Y depends on the method used.253
254
Figure 3. Comparison between X and Y of Figure 2: (a) four potential objects (dashed lines)255
corresponding to polygon x1 (grey background) when Y compares to X; (b) one potential256
polygon (dashed line) corresponding to object y1 (grey background) when X compares to Y.257
3.1.1.2 Set X compared to set Y258
When set X is compared to Y, geometric metrics are calculated for the members of Y, and259
thus there is the need to identify which member(s) of X correspond to each member of Y. For260
example, Figure 3b shows that one polygon overlap and thus can be considered as261
corresponding to an object yj. The calculations related to each object yj consider only the262
polygons regarded as corresponding, depending on the method used. Thus, it is useful to263
define the following subsets of X for each member of Y:264
 jX
~ is the subset of X such that jX
~
={xi: area(yj∩xi)≠0} 265 
 Xcj is a subset of jX
~ such that Xcj ={xi: area(yj∩xi)/area(yj)>0.5}266
 jX  is a subset of jX
~ such that 'jX ={xi: max(area(yj∩xi))}267
 jX  is a subset of jX
~ such that jX  ={xi: max(area(yj∩xi)/area(yj∪xi))}.268
269
The subsets of X defined above represent the criteria of correspondence that have been used270
when X is compared to Y. All the criteria define a threshold of overlapping area between271
polygons and objects. For example, a polygon may have to overlap more than half of the272
object’s area for a positive correspondence between objects and polygons; Xci denotes the set273
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of polygons that comply with this criterion for a specific object yj. The selection of a specific274
subset of X depends on the method used.275
To describe two particular methods found in the literature (Costa et al., 2015; Liu and Xia,276
2010), it is useful to define X not as the set of n reference polygons, but the set of t thematic277
classes represented in X. For example, if x3 and x4 in Figure 2 are two polygons representing278
the same thematic class, ci, and both intersect the same object, y6, notation like area(ci∩y6)279
can be used, where area(ci)=area(x3∪x4). Thus, similarly to above:280
 C={ci: i=1, …, t} is the set of t thematic classes represented in X; classes ci can also281
be denoted as di as it is useful to describe a specific method (Costa et al., 2015).282
When comparing C to Y, the following subset of C is identified for each yj:283
 jC
~ is the subset of C such that jC
~ ={ci: area(ci∩yj)≠0}. 284 
3.1.1.3 Set S compared to both sets X and Y285
When set S is compared to both sets X and Y, three types of hierarchical relations between286
polygons and objects emerge. The three types are one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-287
many relations (Figure 2). The first type occurs when xi and yj match perfectly. One-to-many288
relations occur when xi intersects several objects or vice-versa. Many-to-many relations occur289
when several discontinuous intersection objects correspond to a same xi and yj (e.g. sliver290
intersection objects sijk along the edges of xi and yj).291
Given the three types of hierarchical object relations, the following subsets of S are defined:292
 S1={sijk: area(xi∩yj) = area(xi∪yj)} is the subset of all one-to-one objects293
 S2a={sijk: (one xi ∩ many yj) ˅ (many xi ∩ one yj)} is the subset of all one-to-many294
relations295
 S2b={sijk: (one xi ∩ many yj) ˅ (many xi ∩ one yj); max(area(sijk)} is the subset of the296
largest one-to-many relations297
 S3={sijk: one xi ∩ one yj over discontinuous areas; max(area(sijk)} is the subset of the298
largest many-to-many relations.299
Based on the above subsets, it is useful to define the subsets Sa=S1 ∪ S2a ∪ S3, and Sb=S1 ∪300
S2b ∪ S3. Finally, subsets of Sa and Sb are defined for each xi and yj:301
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 Saxi={sijk: area(sijk∩xi)≠0}  302 
 Sayj={sijk: area(sijk∩yj)≠0}  303 
 Sbxi={sijk: area(sijk∩xi)≠0}  304 
 Sbyj={sijk: area(sijk∩yj)≠0}  305 
The definition of subsets Saxi, Sayj, Sbxi, and Sbyj are used in Möller et al. (2013) and Costa306
et al. (2015).307
3.1.1.4 Sets X and Y compared to set Z308
To describe two particular methods found in the literature (Martin, 2003; Zhang et al., 2015a,309
2015b), it is useful to consider the assessment framework at the pixel level and thus define310
the following subsets of X and Y that correspond to each member of Z:311
 Xap is the subset of X such that Xap={xi: the centroid of zp is in xi}312
 Yap is the subset of Y such that Yap={yj: the centroid of zp is in yj}.313
3.1.2 Available metrics314
Geometric metrics are presented in Table 1 using the notation defined above, except four315
cases that would require the definition of unnecessarily complex notation, and thus are316
described as text (metrics 6, 7, 13 and 28). The metrics express the fundamental calculation317
involving objects and polygons; each object, polygon, or intersection object receives a metric318
value, which will tell something about the individual geometric accuracy of the objects319
constructed. Assessing each areal entity individually is often referred to as local evaluation or320
validation (Möller et al., 2013, 2007; Persello and Bruzzone, 2010). The subscripts i and j321
used in the name of the metrics in Table 1 (e.g. Precisionij) indicate that the metrics are322
calculated for the local level. These subscripts come from those used to identify the specific323
polygon xi and object yj involved in the calculations.324
Place table 1 near here. See Table 1 after the references.325
Local metric values are commonly aggregated in a variety of ways to produce a single value326
to express the accuracy of a segmentation output as a whole. This is often referred to as327
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global evaluation or validation (Möller et al., 2013, 2007; Persello and Bruzzone, 2010).328
Table 1 provides details on how the local metric values are aggregated for the global level in329
the column headed Notes. Typically, the local values are summed or averaged in either one or330
two steps, which in Clinton et al. (2010) is referred to as weighted and unweighted measures331
respectively. In the first case, all the local values are aggregated in a straightforward fashion332
(e.g. SimSize, metric 15). In the second case, the aggregation is undertaken first for each333
individual polygon or object (depending of the strategy of comparison), and then for the334
whole segmentation. For example, metric PIij (metric 22) is first aggregated for each polygon,335
and then for the whole segmentation. Therefore, if for a given polygon, say x1, there are two336
corresponding objects, y1 and y2, then PI11 and PI12 are calculated according to metric 22.337
Then, PI11 and PI12 are summed to calculate a single PI1 value for polygon x1. This produces338
n PIi values (one for each polygon xi). Finally, the n PIi values can be averaged to express339
image segmentation accuracy as a whole, denoted as PI (without any subscript).340
Showing the metrics for the local level facilitates comparison, but it was not possible to write341
them all in the same style. For example, the LPi formula (metric 31) shows only the subscript342
i (i.e. the subscript j is missing). This specific metric, calculated for polygons xi, needs343
immediately to involve all the corresponding objects. In other cases, such as NSR (metric344
39), the metric’s name in Table 1 shows no subscripts because the metric is calculated345
directly as a global value for the whole segmentation output.346
Oftentimes the purpose of calculating metrics, such as those of Table 1, is to combine them347
later for the definition of further metrics. These are hereafter referred to as combined metrics348
(Table 2). Several approaches have been proposed to combine geometric metrics, such as349
metrics sum, and root mean square. The combination of metrics is done at either the local or350
global level. For example, the index D (metric 56) combines two geometric metrics at the351
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local level (OSij and USij) to produce a set of Dij values, which is then aggregated for the352
global level. The F-measure (metric 55) combines two metrics at the global level (Precision353
and Recall). A few more complex strategies have also been proposed for combining metrics,354
namely clustering (CI, metric 58) and comparison of the cumulative distribution of the355
metrics combined (Mg and Mj, metrics 60 and 63).356
Place table 2 near here. See Table 2 after the references.357
Further methods are found in the literature. Most of them are essentially the same as those358
presented in Table 1 and Table 2. They are omitted here as are ambiguously described in the359
original publications; for example, the correspondence between objects and polygons is360
frequently unclear. Thus, they could not be translated to the notation defined in Section 3.1.1.361
Methods not described here are, however, potentially useful and include those found in362
Winter (2000); Oliveira et al. (2003); Radoux and Defourny (2007); Esch et al. (2008);363
Corcoran et al. (2010); Korting et al. (2011); Verbeeck et al. (2012); Whiteside et al. (2014);364
Michel et al. (2015) and Mikes et al. (2015).365
3.1.3 Metrics use366
Table 1 reveals that a variety of strategies has been adopted to compare objects and polygons.367
Specifically, often the assessment is focused on the reference data set, and thus the368
assessment proceeds by searching the objects that may correspond to each polygon (i.e. set Y369
is compared to set X). For example, Recall (metric 2) uses this strategy. Sometimes the370
assessment proceeds by searching the polygons that may correspond to each object (i.e. X is371
compared to Y). Precision (metric 1) adopts this latter strategy. The remaining strategies372
defined in Sections 3.1.1.3 and 3.1.1.4 are less frequently adopted, namely in three specific373
methods which calculate metrics 11-12, 40-42, and 65-66.374
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Once the strategy of comparison between objects and polygons is specified, several criteria375
may be used to determine the correspondence between objects and polygons. For example,376
when set Y compares to set X a simple criterion is to consider only one corresponding object377
for each of the polygons. This object may be the one that covers the largest extent of the378
polygon (e.g. Recall, metric 2). However, a set of different criteria can be used. For example,379
qLoc (metric 16) views an object as corresponding to a polygon if the centroid of the polygon380
lies inside the object or vice versa. As a result, several objects may be identified as381
corresponding to a single polygon. Only the corresponding objects and polygons are used for382
calculating the geometric metrics.383
Most of the metrics presented in Table 1 and Table 2 are based on proportions of overlapping384
area. For example, Precision (metric 1) is based on the calculation of the proportion of the385
area that each object has in common with the corresponding polygon. On the other hand,386
some metrics are based on the distance between centroids. For example, qLoc (metric 16) is387
based on the distance between the centroid of each of the polygons to that of the388
corresponding objects. Metrics that focus on area are often referred to as area coincidence-389
based or area-based metrics. The metrics that focus on position are often referred to as390
boundary coincidence-based, location-based, or position-based metrics (Cheng et al., 2014;391
Clinton et al., 2010; Montaghi et al., 2013; Whiteside et al., 2014; Winter, 2000).392
A substantial proportion of the metrics detect either under-segmentation or over-segmentation393
error. This may be unexpected as commonly a balanced result is desired, but it informs on394
what type of error dominates. This may be used, for example, to parameterize a segmentation395
algorithm. For this reason, normally metrics that detect and measure under- or over-396
segmentation error are calculated separately, but combined later (Table 2) to provide a397
complementary view on image segmentation accuracy. Moreover, area-based metrics and398
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position-based metrics are sometimes combined to provide a comprehensive assessment of399
image segmentation accuracy from a geometric point of view (Möller et al., 2013). The400
combined metrics are typically the outcome of an image segmentation accuracy assessment401
based on a geometric approach. The possible values of these metrics are in the range between402
0 and 1, and they may be used to rank a set of image segmentation outputs based on their403
expected suitability for image classification. To assist in the comparison of all metrics404
presented here, the metrics of Table 1 and Table 2 are grouped in Table 3 by type of error405
measured (over- and/or under-segmentation) and geometric feature considered (area and/or406
position).407
Table 3. Geometric metrics of tables 1 and 2 grouped by type of error measured (over-408
segmentation and/or under-segmentation) and type of metric (area-based and/or position-409
based). Combined metrics of table 2 are in bold.410
Type of
metric
Type of error
Over-segmentation Under-segmentation Over- and under-
segmentation
Area-based Recall
uM
LRE(xi,yj)p
RAsub
countOver
BsO
OS
ED
FG
NSR
OR
OE
OS2
OSE
(2)
(3)
(12)
(17)
(26)
(30)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(39)
(40)
(45)
(48)
(52)
Precision
oM
LRE(yj,xi)p
E
RAsuper
PI
countUnder
Aj
LP
EP
US
PSE
OF
CE
US2
TSI
USE
(1)
(4)
(11)
(14)
(18)
(22)
(27)
(29)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(38)
(41)
(44)
(47)
(49)
(53)
M
AFI
dsym
SimSize
Gs
Fij
m2
qr
SH
SOA
MOA
OI2
F
D
BCE
ED2
ADI
ED3
SEI
BCA(xi,yj)p
(5)
(10)
(13)
(15)
(21)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(37)
(50)
(51)
(54)
(55)
(56)
(57)
(59)
(61)
(62)
(64)
(65)
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BCA (66)
Position-
based
User’s BPA
C’
PR
(6)
(8)
(42)
Prod.’s BPA
O’
PF
(7)
(8)
(43)
qLoc
RPsub
RPsuper
modD(b)
PDI
(16)
(19)
(20)
(28)
(46)
Area- and
position-
based
CI
Mg
Mj
(58)
(60)
(63)
411
3.2 Non-geometric methods412
A small number of non-geometric methods have been proposed (Table 4). Typically, this413
category of methods does not require an overlay operation between a polygonal reference414
data set and the image segmentation output under evaluation as they need not to be spatially415
coincident. Polygons may not even be used. The requirement common to all non-geometric416
methods is that the land cover class(es) associated with the objects are known. Note that non-417
geometric methods are not able to explicitly inform on which type of error, under- or over-418
segmentation, predominates.419
Table 4. Non-geometric methods for supervised assessment of image segmentation accuracy.420
All metrics detect under- and over-segmentation error.421
Reference Focus of the method Polygons neededa
Wang et al. (2004) Objects’ content (spectral separability of classes using the
Bhattacharyya distance).
No
Laliberte and
Rango (2009)
Classifier (Decision trees classification accuracy and Gini index). No
Anders et al. (2011) Objects’ content (difference among objects and polygons on the
frequency distribution of characterizing topographic attributes).
Yes
Yang et al. (2017) Classifier (classification uncertainty) No
a The reference data set used is required in the form of polygons422
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Non-geometric methods essentially follow two approaches to assess the accuracy of image423
segmentation. The first approach focuses on the content of the objects. Anders et al. (2011)424
compared the content of objects and polygons using the frequency distribution of their425
topographic attributes such as slope angle while mapping geomorphological features. Smaller426
differences between frequency distributions calculated from objects and polygons of the same427
geomorphological feature type indicated greater segmentation accuracy. However, most of428
the non-geometric methods dispense with polygons and only require objects with known429
spectral and thematic content. These objects may be represented in the spectral space used in430
the segmentation analysis where the objects of different land cover classes are desirable to lie431
in different regions so that later a classifier can allocate them to the correct class. The432
separability of the objects in the spectral space as a function of the land cover classes they433
represent is regarded as indicative of segmentation accuracy, and this can be assessed based434
on, for example, the Bhattacharyya distance (Fukunaga, 1990). This is possibly the most used435
non-geometric method (Li et al., 2015; Radoux and Defourny, 2008; Wang et al., 2004; Xun436
and Wang, 2015).437
The second approach used in non-geometric methods assesses image segmentation using a438
classifier. Specifically, a series of preliminary classifications are undertaken with a set of439
image segmentation outputs, and the classifier is used to rank the segmentations based on440
their suitability for image classification. For example, a sample of the objects of the image441
segmentation under evaluation can be used to train a decision tree, and the impurity of the442
terminal nodes can be regarded as indicative of classification success; large accuracy of443
image segmentation is expected to be related to low node impurity (Laliberte and Rango,444
2009). Most often, however, traditional estimators of classification accuracy such as overall445
accuracy are used (Laliberte and Rango, 2009; Smith, 2010). Thus, the classifier suggests446
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which of a set of segmentation outputs affords the largest classification accuracy. In this case,447
samples of the objects constructed can be used for training and testing a classifier by means448
of out-of-bag estimate or cross-validation (Laliberte and Rango, 2009; Smith, 2010).449
Classification uncertainty rather than accuracy can also be used. If a fuzzy classifier is450
employed, the way in which the probability of class membership is partitioned between the451
classes can be used to calculate classification uncertainty, for example based on entropy452
measures. Segmentation accuracy may be viewed as negatively related to the magnitude of453
classification uncertainty (Yang et al., 2017).454
The second approach of non-geometric image segmentation accuracy assessment, especially455
when classification accuracy expressed by traditional estimators such as overall accuracy is456
considered, may appear similar to traditional classification accuracy assessment, but they are457
different things. The former uses the training sample to assess the accuracy of the preliminary458
classifications while the latter assesses the quality of the final mapping product and requires459
an independent testing sample. Sometimes traditional classification accuracy assessment is460
nevertheless used to assess indirectly image segmentation accuracy (e.g. Kim et al., 2009; Li461
et al., 2011). When used, the focus is typically on a comparison among the accuracy values of462
a set of final classifications (Foody, 2009, 2004), with each produced with different image463
segmentation outputs. The differences are caused not only by the image segmentations used,464
but the entire approach to image classification. This may be well suited for applications465
focused on the final mapping products, but implies possibly impractical labour and resources466
such as multiple testing samples.467
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4 Selecting a method468
The selection of a method to assess the accuracy of image segmentation is a complex469
decision, and here it is suggested to tackle that decision from two central perspectives: the470
application in-hand, and the pros and cons of the methods. These issues should be considered471
holistically although discussed separately hereafter.472
4.1 Application in-hand473
The purpose of the application in-hand should be considered, and there are two main474
situations. First, the applications are focused on just a fraction of the classes in which a475
landscape may be categorized. These applications use image segmentation primarily for476
object recognition and extraction, such as buildings and trees in urban environments (e.g.477
Belgiu and Drǎguţ, 2014; Sebari and He, 2013). The desired characteristics of the objects are 478 
likely to be geometric, such as position and shape. Several methods may be appropriate, such479
as shape error (metric 37); the segmentation output indicated as optimal will in principle be480
formed by objects that most resemble the desired shapes represented in the reference data set.481
Alternatively, the relative overlapping areas between objects and polygons may be482
maximised. This strategy may benefit from area-based metrics designed for object483
recognition, such as SEI (metric 64).484
The second main situation corresponds to wall-to-wall land cover classification and mapping485
(e.g Bisquert et al. 2015; Strasser and Lang 2015). In this case, the geometric properties of486
the objects may be considered important as in the first situation described above, and hence487
geometric methods may be used. However, the thematic information associated with the488
objects is commonly regarded as more important than the geometrical representation. In this489
context, an output that enables the maximisation of the area under analysis correctly490
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represented in the final map is preferred. Geometric methods can still be used, and area-based491
methods may be appropriate, which will in principle suggest as optimal the segmentation492
output formed by objects that represent the largest amount of area of the corresponding493
polygons. This gives the classification stage the opportunity of maximising the area correctly494
classified and thus the overall accuracy of the map. Non-geometric methods can also be used495
(Table 4). There is less experience in the use of this category of methods, but it is potentially496
useful when the geometry of the objects does not have to meet predefined requirements.497
An intermediate situation is also possible in that both the geometric and thematic properties498
of the objects are regarded as important. In this case, methods that combine different499
approaches for the accuracy assessment may be used, for example focused on the relative500
position and area of overlap between objects and polygons (Möller et al., 2013, 2007).501
However, there is no need to select just one method, and assembling multiple methods is a502
valid option (Clinton et al., 2010). Different methods, including geometric and non-geometric503
methods, can be used together to address all the specific properties of the objects considered504
as relevant as long as the set of methods used fits the purpose of the application in-hand.505
Another relevant aspect of the application in-hand is the relative importance of under- and506
over-segmentation error. Image segmentation is typically conducted to trade-off and507
minimize under- and over-segmentation error, but over-segmentation may be needed to508
address conveniently the problem under analysis. Specifically, small objects, sometimes509
called primitive objects (Dronova, 2015), may be needed for modelling complex classes that510
are not directly related to spectral data, such as habitats (Strasser and Lang, 2015). The final511
land cover classes can be delineated later, for example, based on knowledge-driven semantic512
rules (Gu et al., 2017). If no primitive objects are needed, and the border of the final land513
over classes to be mapped are pursued in a segmentation analysis, it may be desirable514
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nevertheless to recognize that under- and over-segmentation error are not always equally515
serious, especially if the application is interested more on the thematic rather than the516
geometric properties of the objects. Multiple authors have expressed their preference for517
over- rather than under-segmentation error as the latter is associated with relatively small518
classification accuracy (Gao et al., 2011; Hirata and Takahashi, 2011; Lobo, 1997; Wang et519
al., 2004). Under-segmentation error produces objects that correspond to more than one class520
on the ground and thus may represent an important origin of misclassification or land cover521
map error. Therefore, using methods able to inform on the level of over- and under-522
segmentation error may be convenient, such as that proposed by Möller et al. (2013).523
The third and last aspect highlighted here relates to the potential importance of thematic524
errors associated with under-segmentation error. That is, the impact of under-segmentation525
error may depend on the classes associated with under-segmented objects. This is because the526
needs of the individual users may vary greatly in their sensitivity to misclassifications as a527
function of the classes involved (Bontemps et al., 2012; Comber et al., 2012). Traditionally,528
supervised methods consider all under-segmentation errors as equally serious, but under-529
segmentation errors can in fact be weighted as a function of the classes involved. This is the530
situation with the geometric method proposed by Costa et al. (2015) (metric 63) and non-531
geometric methods that use a classifier to perform a preliminary series of classifications,532
whose results can be expressed through weighted estimators of classification accuracy, such533
as the Stehman's (1999) map value V.534
4.2 Methods’ pros and cons535
A consideration of the potential implications associated with the approach of the assessment536
is advisable. Non-geometric methods do not require geo-registered reference data, which may537
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be very practical, but are unable to explicitly inform on which type of segmentation error538
predominates. That information may be useful for guiding the definition of segmentation539
settings. If this limitation is undesirable, a geometric method suited to detecting segmentation540
error explicitly should be preferred. However, the need of defining criteria of correspondence541
between objects and polygons should be considered carefully as it impacts on the accuracy542
assessment. The geometric methods proposed by Yang et al. (2015) (SEI, metric 64), Su and543
Zhang (2017) (OSE, metric 52), and Möller et al. (2013) (Mg, metric 60) pay particular544
attention to this issue.545
Quantitative comparisons of different methods should be undertaken. Several comparative546
studies dedicated to geometric methods have been published (Clinton et al., 2010; Räsänen et547
al., 2013; Whiteside et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015), and some of them (e.g. Clinton et al.,548
2010; Verbeeck et al., 2012) observed that different methods can indicate very different549
segmentation outputs as optimal. Thus, special attention should be given to potential bias of550
the methods. For example, Radoux and Defourny (2008) found that spectral separability551
measures used in non-geometric methods may be insensitive to under-segmentation error, and552
thus indicate a segmentation as optimal while notably under-segmented; Witharana and553
Civco (2014) found that the sensitivity of Euclidean distance 2 (ED2, metric 59) to the554
accuracy of the objects depends of the scale of the analysis.555
Finally, it should be noted that estimated bias in image segmentation accuracy assessment is556
not caused merely by unsuitable choice of methods or their potential flaws, but the protocol557
used for their implementation. Typically, some reference data are available for a sample of558
the entire area to be mapped, and thus limited data are used to infer an accuracy estimate to559
represent the entire area. Therefore, the nature of sampling is an issue that will impact on the560
results of an image segmentation accuracy assessment. The reference data must be acquired561
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using a probability sampling design, which must incorporate a randomization component that562
has a non-zero probability of selection for each object into the sample. Consideration of563
general sampling and statistical principles for defining samples is recommended (Olofsson et564
al., 2014; Stehman and Czaplewski, 1998).565
5 Discussion566
5.1 Current status567
Image segmentation accuracy assessment appears to be in a relatively early stage of568
maturation in land cover mapping applications. Often no information on the assessment569
produced is given, and qualitative assessment based on visual interpretation is widely used.570
This situation may be a result of several factors. For example, the lack of a solid background571
in image segmentation accuracy assessment and reliable recommendations for method572
selection may be a motivation for neglecting a quantitative accuracy assessment. Another573
factor may be related to the difficulty of implementing most of the methods proposed in the574
literature. Many analysts of remote sensing data depend on standard software and have no575
resources or expertise to implement new methods. This may also be a reason why comparison576
among methods has been addressed in a relatively small number of studies. There are some577
initiatives to implement supervised methods and make them available to the public (Mikes et578
al. 2015), but further work should be done in this respect. Clinton et al. (2010), Montaghi et579
al. (2013), Eisank et al. (2014), and Novelli et al. (2017) provide additional information on580
how to access software that includes supervised methods for image segmentation accuracy581
assessment.582
Supervised methods were reviewed here and grouped into two categories: geometric and non-583
geometric methods. The former includes numerous area-based methods (Table 3), and many584
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of them are similar. This is the case of area(xi∩yj)/area(yj), which appears in metrics 1, 18,585
33, and 47. Winter (2000) demonstrated that only seven metrics are possible to derive from586
an area-based approach if they are free of dimension, normalized, and symmetric (i.e. there is587
a single and mutual correspondence between objects and polygons). However, several588
correspondence criteria and strategies of comparison between objects and polygons can be589
specified, and thus the number of area-based metrics can proliferate. This is essentially the590
case of metrics 1, 18, 33 and 47, which are calculated with different criteria of591
correspondence between objects and polygons ( jX  , iY
~ , iY  , and Yci∪Ydi, respectively).592
The ways the local metric values are used to produce a global accuracy value also vary.593
These apparently slight differences may, however, impact substantially on the assessment as594
different calculations are involved.595
Selecting an appropriate method for image segmentation accuracy assessment is not obvious.596
The pros and cons of the potential methods, such as ease of use and bias, should be taken into597
account. However, it is noted that there is often neither a right nor wrong method. The598
suitability of a method will ultimately depend on how it fits with the application in-hand.599
5.2 Research needs600
Quantitative studies similar to Clinton et al. (2010) and Witharana and Civco (2014) should601
be done to exhaustively test and compare the supervised methods used in the remote sensing602
community. Non-geometric methods should be inspected as they have been neglected in603
quantitative studies. Moreover, the studies should be conducted under different contexts that604
may represent different types of applications, such as object recognition, and wall-to-wall605
mapping. Critically, research to address the relationship between segmentation and606
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classification accuracies is required, as often relations were not simple (Belgiu and Drǎguţ, 607 
2014; Costa et al., 2017; Räsänen et al., 2013; Verbeeck et al., 2012).608
Finally, the concept of over- and under-segmentation error should be revisited. Commonly, as609
in this paper, segmentation error is defined relative to the reference data used, and thus the610
concept lacks theoretical robustness. For example using reference data representing final land611
cover classes to be mapped or primitive objects impacts on the results. Primitive objects have612
a more spectral rather than thematic significance, and this may influence the assessment,613
including the selection of the assessment approach, supervised or unsupervised. However,614
theory and concepts related to object-based image analysis are generally incipient (Blaschke615
et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2017), and comparing supervised and unsupervised methods which616
often focus on thematic and primitive objects, respectively, has not received much attention.617
6 Conclusions618
Accuracy assessment is an important component of an image segmentation analysis, but is619
not mature. It has been much undertaken through visual inspection possibly for practical620
reasons while many quantitative approaches and methods have been proposed. Most often621
these methods are supervised and focus on the geometry of the objects constructed and622
polygons taken as reference data. However, other approaches may be used. The spectrum of623
methods available is large, and it is difficult to select consciously suitable methods for624
particular applications. There are at least three important questions that should be asked625
during the selection of supervised methods for image segmentation accuracy assessment: (i)626
the goal of the application; (ii) the relative importance of under- and over-segmentation error627
(including a possible varying sensitivity to thematic issues associated to under-segmentation);628
and (iii) the pros and cons of the methods. Answering these questions will help select suitable629
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methods, but further research is needed to improve the standards of image segmentation630
accuracy assessment, otherwise there is the risk of using methods unsuitable or sub-optimal631
for the application in-hand.632
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LIST OF FIGURE CAPTIONS926
Figure 1. Geometric comparison between an object and polygon based on the overlapping927
area (shaded area) and/or distance between centroids (dashed arrow).928
Figure 2. Sets X, Y, and S: (a) reference set X, (b) segmentation Y, and (c) intersection929
S=X∩Y. In (c) yellow denotes one-to-one, blue denotes one-to-many, and pink denotes 930 
many-to-many (Section 3.1.1.3).931
Figure 3. Comparison between X and Y of Figure 2: (a) four potential objects (dashed lines)932
corresponding to polygon x1 (grey background) when Y compares to X; (b) one potential933
polygon (dashed line) corresponding to object y1 (grey background) when X compares to Y.934
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Table 1. Geometric metrics for supervised assessment of image segmentation accuracy. All metrics are numbered and ordered chronologically.
The type of metric and segmentation error are identified in columns Typ. and Err. while the minimum, maximum, and optimal values of the
metrics are identified in columns Min., Max., and Opt. The subscripts of the metrics’ name indicate local accuracy assessment (see notes on the
corresponding global metric), and global metrics have no subscripts.
Metric Reference Typ.a Err.b Min. Max. Opt. Notes
(1)
ji
j
ji
ij Xx,)y(area
)yx(area
ecisionPr 


Van Rijsbergen
(1979) and Zhang et
al. (2015a).
AB U 0 1 1 Global metric Precision is the weighted mean of all
Precisionij using area(yj) as weights.
(2)
ij
i
ji
ij Yy,)x(area
)yx(area
callRe 


Van Rijsbergen
(1979) and Zhang et
al. (2015a).
AB O 0 1 1 Global metric Recall is the weighted mean of all
Recallij using area(xi) as weights.
(3)
j
i
jii
ij y,)x(area
)yx(area)x(area
ngunderMergi 


Levine and Nazif
(1982) and Clinton et
al. (2010).
AB O 0 0.5 0 Global metric underMerging can be the mean of all
underMergingij.
(4)
j
i
jij
ij y,)x(area
)yx(area)y(area
goverMergin 


Levine and Nazif
(1982) and Clinton et
al. (2010).
AB U 0 0.5 0 Global metric overMerging can be the mean of all
overMergingij.
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Metric Reference Typ.a Err.b Min. Max. Opt. Notes
(5)
ij
ji
2
ji
ij Yy,)y(area)x(area
)yx(area
M 



Janssen and Molenaar
(1995) and Feitosa et
al. (2010).
AB UO 0 1 1 Match (M). Global metric M is the mean of all Mij
values.
(6) User’s BPA= proportion of boundary length defined in
segmentation with corresponding real boundaries
Abeyta and Franklin
(1998)
PB O 0 1 1 Boundary positional accuracy (BPA). Boundary length
are estimated based on point-type data collected via
line intersect sampling. Boundaries defined in
segmentation that fell within ε (epsilon) tolerances 
(spatial error bounds) of surveyed boundaries are
considered accurate.
(7) Producers’s BPA= proportion of real boundary length
with corresponding boundaries defined in
segmentation
Abeyta and Franklin
(1998)
PB U 0 1 1 Boundary positional accuracy (BPA). Boundary length
are estimated based on point-type data collected via
line intersect sampling. Boundaries defined in
segmentation that fell within ε (epsilon) tolerances 
(spatial error bounds) of surveyed boundaries are
considered accurate.
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Metric Reference Typ.a Err.b Min. Max. Opt. Notes
(8)   
      
  
Xx,
xvertexsize
xvertex;yvertexdistsize
yvertexsize
1C i
i i
i ij
i j


 U
U
U Beauchemin et al.
(1998).
PB O 0 0 dist() represents the partial directed Hausdorff
distance, which calculates the fraction of vertexes of
the objects of Y that are each within a distance of
some vertex of the polygons of X.
(9)       
  
Yy,
xvertexsize
yvertex;xvertexdistsize
1O j
i i
i ji  U
U Beauchemin et al.
(1998).
PB U 0 1 0 dist() represents the partial directed Hausdorff
distance, which calculates the fraction of vertexes of
the polygons of X that are each within a distance of
some vertex of the objects of Y.
(10)
ij
i
ji
ij Yy,)x(area
)y(area)x(area
AFI 


Lucieer and Stein
(2002) and Clinton et
al. (2010).
AB UO 0 Area fit index (AFI). Global metric AFI is the mean of
all AFIij values. AFI<0 and AFI>0 indicate under- and
over-segmentation.
(11)
pjpi
j
ji
pij YayXax,)y(size
)yx(size
)x,y(LRE 


Martin (2003) and
Zhang et al. (2015a).
AB U 0 1 0 Local refinement error (LRE). This metric was not
proposed to be aggregated for the entire segmentation
output (see metric 57 in Table 2).
(12)
pjpi
i
ji
pji YayXax,)x(size
)yx(size
)y,x(LRE 


Martin (2003) and
Zhang et al. (2015a).
AB O 0 1 0 Local refinement error (LRE). This metric was not
proposed to be aggregated for the entire segmentation
output (see metric 57 in Table 2).
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Metric Reference Typ.a Err.b Min. Max. Opt. Notes
(13) dsym = minimal number of pixels that must be removed
from both X and Y so that they are identical in the
remaining pixels.
Cardoso and Corte-
Real (2005).
AB UO 0 1 0 dsym is normalized to 0-1 by dividing by l-1.
sym
'
sym d1d  in Zhang et al. (2015a).
(14)
ji
j
jij
ij Xx,100)y(area
)yx(area)y(area
E 


Carleer et al. (2005). AB U 0 50 0 Global metric E is the weighted mean of all Eij, using
area(yj) as weights. A refinement of E is also presented
in Carleer et al. (2005).
(15) *
ij
ji
ji
ij Yy,))y(area),x(areamax(
))y(area),x(areamin(
SimSize 
Zhan et al. (2005) and
Clinton et al. (2010).
AB UO 0 1 1 Global metric SimSize can be the mean of all
SimSizeij.
(16) *ijjiij Yy)),y(centroid),x(centroid(distqLoc  Zhan et al. (2005) and
Clinton et al. (2010).
PB UO 0 0 dist() represents Euclidean distance. Global metric
qLoc can be the mean of all qLocij.
(17)
ij
i
ji
ij Y
~y,
)x(area
)yx(area
RAsub 


Möller et al. (2007)
and Clinton et al.
(2010).
AB O 0 1 1 Relative area (RA). This metric was not proposed to be
aggregated for the whole segmentation output (see
metric 58 in Table 2).
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Metric Reference Typ.a Err.b Min. Max. Opt. Notes
(18)
ij
j
ji
ij Y
~y,
)y(area
)yx(area
ersupRA 


Möller et al. (2007)
and Clinton et al.
(2010).
AB U 0 1 1 Relative area(RA). This metric was not proposed to be
aggregated for the whole segmentation output (see
metric 58 in Table 2).
(19) ijjiij Y~y)),y(centroid),x(centroid(distRPsub  Möller et al. (2007)
and Clinton et al.
(2010).
PB UO 0 0 Relative position (RP). This metric was not proposed
to be aggregated for the whole segmentation output
(see metric 58 in Table 2).
(20) *
ij
ij
ji
ij Yy,)RPsubmax(
))y(centroid),x(centroid(dist
ersupRP 
Möller et al. (2007)
and Clinton et al.
(2010).
PB UO 0 1 0 Relative position (RP). dist() represents Euclidean
distance. This metric was not proposed to be
aggregated for the whole segmentation output (see
metric 58 in Table 2).
(21)
  ij
)X(area
)yx(area)yx(area
i j ji
s Ycy,
e)X(area
)yx(area
G
i j jiji




 
 Tian and Chen
(2007).
AB UO 0 1 1
(22)
ij
ij
2
ji
ij Y
~y,
)x(area)y(area
)yx(area
PI 



Coillie et al. (2008). AB U 0 1 1 Purity Index (PI). Global metric PI is the mean of all
summed PIij over all xi.
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Metric Reference Typ.a Err.b Min. Max. Opt. Notes
(23)
ji
j
ijij
ij Xx,)y(area
)xy(area2)x(area)y(area
F 


Costa et al. (2008). AB UO 0 0 Fitness function (F). Global metric F is the mean of all
summed Fij over all yj.
(24)
ji
ij
ij
2 Xx,)xy(area
)xy(area
m
ij




Crevier (2008) and Yi
et al. (2012).
AB UO 0 1 1 Global metric m2 is the sum of all m2ij.
(25) *
ij
ji
ji
ij Yy,)yx(area
)yx(area
1qr 



Weidner (2008) and
Clinton et al. (2010).
AB UO 0 1 0 Quality rate (qr). Global metric qr can be the mean of
all qrij
(26)
  *ijij
i
j Yy0AFI1
)x(area
)y(area
,XsizecountOver 
Clinton et al. (2010). AB O 0 size(x) 0
ij
i
ji
ij Yy,)x(area
)y(area)x(area
AFI 


(see metric
10).
(27)   *ijij
i
j Yy0AFI1
)x(area
)y(area
,XsizecountUnder 
Clinton et al. (2010). AB U 0 size(x) 0
ij
i
ji
ij Yy,)x(area
)y(area)x(area
AFI 


(see metric
10).
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Metric Reference Typ.a Err.b Min. Max. Opt. Notes
(28) modD(b)i = mean Euclidean distance between each vertex
of xi and the closest vertex in every yj *iY
Clinton et al. (2010). PB UO 0 0 Global metric modD(b) can be the mean of all
modD(b)i.
(29)
ji
j
ji
j C
~
∈c,
)y(area
))y∩c(areamax(
A 
Liu and Xia (2010). AB U 0 1 1 Segmentation accuracy (A). Global metric A is the
weighted mean of all Aj using area(yj) as weights.
(30)
ij
i
jij
i Yfy,100)x(area
)yx(area)y(area
maxBsO 





 

Marpu et al. (2010). AB O 0 100 100 Biggest sub-object (BsO). Global BsO can be
descriptive statistics of all BsOi (e.g. quartiles).
(31)
ij
i
j jii
i Yfy,100)x(area
)yx(area)x(area
LP 


 Marpu et al. (2010). AB U 0 100 0 Lost pixels (LP). Global LP can be descriptive
statistics of all LPi (e.g. quartiles).
(32)
ij
i
jij
ij Yfy,100)x(area
)yx(area)y(area
EP 


Marpu et al. (2010). AB U 0 100 0 Extra pixels (EP). Global EP can be descriptive
statistics of all summed EPij over all xi (e.g. quartiles).
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(33)
ij
j
ji
ij Yy,)y(area
)yx(area
1US 


Persello and Bruzzone
(2010) and Clinton et
al. (2010).
AB U 0 1 0 undersegmentation error (US). Global metric US can
be the mean of all USij. Clinton et al. (2010) consider
subset *iY .
(34)
ij
i
ji
ij Yy,)x(area
)yx(area
1OS 


Persello and Bruzzone
(2010) and Clinton et
al. (2010).
AB O 0 1 0 oversegmentation error (OS). Global metric OS can be
the mean of all OSij. Clinton et al. (2010) consider
subset *iY .
(35)
ij
i
ji
ij Yy,)x(perim
)y(perim)x(perim
1ED 


Persello and Bruzzone
(2010).
AB O 0 1 0 Edge location (ED). Global metric ED can be the mean
of all EDij.
(36)
1)x(area
1)Y~(size
FG
i
i
i



Persello and Bruzzone
(2010).
AB O 0 1 0 Fragmentation error (FG). Global metric FG can be the
mean of all FGi.
(37)
ijjiij Yy,)y(sf)x(sfSH 
Persello and Bruzzone
(2010).
AB UO 0  0 Shape error (SH). |∙| denotes the absolute value of ‘∙’ 
and sf(∙) denotes a shape factor of ‘∙’ such as 
compactness and sphericity. Global metric SH can be
the mean of all SHij.
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(38)
iij
i
ji
ij YdYcy,)x(area
)yx(area
PSE 


Liu et al. (2012). AB U 0 0 Potential segmentation error (PSE). Global metric PSE
is the weighted mean all PSEij, using area(xj) as
weights. A refinement of PSE is presented in Novelli
et al. (2017).
(39)   
)X(size
YdYcsize)X(size
NSR i iiU  Liu et al. (2012). AB O 0 0 Number-of-segments ratio (NSR). |∙| denotes the 
absolute value of ‘∙’. A refinement of NSR is presented
in Novelli et al. (2017).
(40)
iiijk
i
ijkR
ijk SbxSaxs,)x(area
)s(area
O 
Möller et al. (2013). AB O 0 1 1 This metric was not proposed to be aggregated for the
whole segmentation output (see metric 60 in Table 2).
(41)
jjijk
j
ijkF
ijk SbySays,)y(area
)s(area
O 
Möller et al. (2013). AB U 0 1 1 This metric was not proposed to be aggregated for the
whole segmentation output (see metric 60 in Table 2).
(42)
iiijkx
max
iijkR
ijk SbxSaxs,
d
))x(centroid),s(centroid(dist
1P 
Möller et al. (2013). PB O 0 1 1 iiijkijk
x
max SbxSaxs))),s(centroid(distmax(d  .
dist() represents Euclidean distance. This metric was
not proposed to be aggregated for the whole
segmentation output (see metric 60 in Table 2).
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(43)
jijky
max
jijkF
ijk SbySays,
d
))y(centroid),s(centroid(dist
1P 
Möller et al. (2013). PB U 0 1 1 jjijkijk
y
max SbySays))),s(centroid(distmax(d  .
dist() represents Euclidean distance. This metric was
not proposed to be aggregated for the whole
segmentation output (see metric 60 in Table 2).
(44)
iij
i
jii
ij YcYby,100)x(area
)yx(area)y(area
CE 


Cheng et al. (2014). AB U 0 50 0 Commission error (CE). Global metric CEoverall is the
weighted mean of all CEij, using area(xj) as weights.
(45)
iiij
i
ji
ij YcYb\Y
~y,100
)x(area
)yx(area
OE 


Cheng et al. (2014). AB O 0 50 0 Omission error (OE). Global metric OEoverall is the
weighted mean of all OEij, using area(xj) as weights.
(46) iijjiij YcYby)),y(centroid),x(centroid(distPDI  Cheng et al. (2014). PB UO 0 0 Position discrepancy index (PDI). Global metric
PDIoverall is the mean of all averaged PDIij over all xi.
(47)
iij
j
ji
ij YdYcy,)y(area
)yx(area
12US 


Yang et al. (2014). AB U 0 1 0 Global metric US is the sum of all summed USij over
each xi.
(48)
iij
i
ji
ij YdYcy,)x(area
)yx(area
12OS 


Yang et al. (2014). AB O 0 1 0 Global metric OS is the sum of all summed OSij over
each xi.
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(49)
jii
c d
dc
j
i
j
i
j C
~dc,w
)y(area
)d(area
)y(area
)c(area
TSI
i i
ii

















 
Costa et al. (2015). AB U 0 1 1 Thematic similarity index (TSI). Global metric TSI is
the weighted mean of all TSIj. using area(yj) as
weights.
(50)
ij
ji
ji
ij Y
~y,
)y(area)x(area
2)yx(area
SOA 



Zhang et al. (2015b). AB UO 0 1 1 Single-scale object accuracy (SOA). This metric was
not proposed to be aggregated for the whole
segmentation output, but only for each xi, which is
 iji SOAmaxSOA 
(51)       h iii SOAsize,SOAmaxMOA Zhang et al. (2015b). AB UO 0 1 1 Multiscale object accuracy (MOA). Metric developed
to assess multiscale segmentation, that is, several sets
Y are created (Y1, Y2,… Yh), from which a set of h
metrics SOAi are calculated for each xi. SOAi
corresponds to metric 50. Global metric MOA is the
weighted mean of all MOAi, using area(xj) as weights.
(52)















 


ij
ij
iji
ji
i
i
Ygy,0
Ygy,
)x(area
)yx(area
1
)x(area
11
1
OSE
Su and Zhang (2017). AB O 0 1 0 Over-segmentation error (OSE). Global metric OSE
(called GOSE) is the weighted mean of all OSEj. using
area(xi) as weights.
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(53)
ij
i
j iji
j jii
i
i Ygy,)x(area
)x(area)yx(area
)yx(area)x(area
),x(area
min
USE 























 





 



Su and Zhang (2017). AB U 0 1 0 Under-segmentation error (USE). Global metric USE
(called GUSE) is the weighted mean of all USEj. using
area(xi) as weights.
(54)
ij
j
ji
i
ji
i Y
~y,
)y(area
)yx(area
)x(area
)yx(area
max2OI 







 



Yang et al. (2017). AB UO 0 1 1 Overlap index (OI2). This metric was not proposed to
be aggregated for the whole segmentation output.
a area-based (AB) or position-based (PB)
b under-segmentation (U), over-segmentation (O), or both (UO)
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Table 2. Combined geometric metrics based on those described in Table 1. The information associated with each of the columns is presented as
in Table 1. All metrics detect under-segmentation and over-segmentation error.
Combined metric Reference Typ. Min. Max. Opt. Notes
(55)
Re
)1(
ecisionPr
1measureF




Van Rijsbergen
(1979) and Zhang et
al. (2015a).
AB 0 1 1 α=0.5 in Zhang et al. (2015a). Further combined
metrics based on Precision and recall (metrics 1-2) are
found in Zhang et al. (2015a).
(56)
2
USOS
D
2
ij
2
ij
ij


Levine and Nazif
(1982) and Clinton et
al. (2010).
AB 0 1 0 Index D (D). Global metric D can be the mean of all
Dij. More similar combined metrics are found in
Clinton et al. (2010). See metrics 33-34.
(57)  pijpjip )x,y(LRE,)y,x(LREmaxBCE  Martin (2003) and
Zhang et al. (2015a).
AB 0 1 0 Bidirectional consistency error (BCE). Global metric
BCE is the mean of all BCEp. See metrics 11-12.
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(58)
k
)AC(
CI
k
1i Ci i  
Möller et al. (2007). AB
and
PB
0 100 100 Comparison index (CI). Ci is the comparison class,
which represents clustered and ranked object metrics
of over- and under-segmentation such as RAsub and
RAsuper (metrics 17-18). Ci can be calculated with a
clustering algorithm such as K-means. ACi is
equivalent to the proportion of Ci within the reference
space.
(59) 22 NSRPSE2ED  Liu et al. (2012). AB 0 0 Euclidian distance 2 (ED2). See metrics 38-39.
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(60)   DDMg Möller et al. (2013). AB
and
PB
0 1 1 D- and D+ are the distance between the cumulative
distribution functions of metrics RijkG and
F
ijkG measured by a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, in
which the null hypothesis is that the distribution
function of RijkG is not less or not greater than that
of FijkG , respectively. Rijk
R
ijk
R
ijk POG  (see
metrics 40
and 42) and Fijk
F
ijk
F
ijk POG  (see metrics 41 and
43).
(61) 2
ij
2
ijij CEOEADI 
Cheng et al. (2014). AB 0 0 Area discrepancy index (ADI). Global
metric 2overall
2
overalloverall CEOEADI  (see
metrics 44-45).
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(62)
2
)2US()2OS(
3ED
2
ij
2
ij
ij


Yang et al. (2014). AB 0 1 0 Euclidean distance 3 (ED3). Global metric ED3 is the
sum of all summed ED3ij over each xi. See metrics 47-
48. ED3 modified in Yang et al. (2015b).
(63)   DDMj Costa et al. (2015). AB
and
PB
0 1 1 Mj is analogous to Mg (metric 60) and D- and D+ are
the distance between the cumulative distribution
functions of metrics JFijk and JRijk measured by a
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, in which the null
hypothesis is that the distribution function of JFijk is not
less or not greater than that of JRijk, respectively.
R
ijk
R
ijk GJ  and j
F
ijk
F
ijk TSIGJ  (see metric 49
and notes of metrics 60).
(64)






iij
iijij
i YdYcy,1
YdYcy,3ED
SEI
Yang et al. (2015a). AB 0 1 0 Segmentation evaluation index (SEI). Global metric
SEI is the mean of all SEIi.
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(65)
 pijpji
pijpji
)x,y(LRE1,)y,x(LRE1min
)x,y(BCA)y,x(BCA

 Zhang et al. (2015b). AB 0 1 0 Bidirectional consistency accuracy (BCA). This metric
was not proposed to be aggregated for the global level
(see metrics 11, 12, and 66).
(66)       h pjipjip )y,x(BCAsize,)y,x(BCAmaxBCA Zhang et al. (2015b). AB 0 1 0 Bidirectional consistency accuracy (BCA). Metric
developed to assess multiscale segmentation, that is,
several sets Y are created (Y1, Y2,… Yh), from which a
set of h metrics BCA(xi,yj)p (see metric 65) are
calculated for each zp. Global metric BCA is the mean
of all BCAp.
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